Sheriff Timothy L. Rogers
Morning Report for June 30, 2020
Your Sheriff’s Office Investigated 4 Accidents and 6 Complaints

**********************************************************************ACCIDENTS**********************************************************************
12:45  AM    Franceen Martin was cited for failure to control in the 400 block of S 3rd St.
07:38  AM    Josh Klein was southbound on CR 254 when he lost control of the 2003 jeep he was operating going off the left side of the road striking and tree and flower bed at 22151 Cr 254.
01:39  PM    Charles VanDusen struck a concrete hole inside the construction zone on the Three Rivers Bridge.
02:05  PM    I was dispatched to 23711 Airport Rd (WalMart) in reference to a minor accident. Ms. Joiner was pulling out of a parking space and did not see Ms. Bryan that was in the driving lane. Ms. Joiner struck Ms. Bryan on the passenger side.

**********************************************************************COMPLAINTS**********************************************************************
08:43  AM    Francis Willis was cited for speeding on S 2nd Street.
02:40  PM    A Corrections Officer was assaulted by an inmate at the Coshocton County Justice Center.
03:15  PM    Jackson F. Edwards reported the theft of a Mt. bike from Walgreen's parking lot.
03:31  PM    Lesley J. Gaumer reported the theft of a motorcycle.
09:03  PM    Cody Franks reported that Brad Mayes violated a protection order.
09:11  PM    Daniel Corwin was arrested for Domestic Violence that occurred in the 400 block of S 7th St.